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MAY 2021
REGENTS MESSAGE
My Dear Sisters,
May is a beautiful month – a month of transition. Spring has finally
arrived and the flowers and trees are now in full bloom and the days are
longer and warmer. We transition from the Lenten Season to the Easter
Season and celebrate the Resurrection of Our Lord and our recommitment
to our faith through the renewal of our Baptismal Promises and in the
celebration of Pentecost.
By the time you read this newsletter the State of Massachusetts Catholic Daughters will be
holding their 52nd Virtual Biennial Convention on April 24 and 25; another transition begins; a
transition of our Leadership. New officers will have been elected and installed and will resume
their duties thirty days later on May 25.
It is truly hard to believe that two years have passed and I will be writing my last
newsletter for you next month. While the journey definitely was not without its
challenges, it was a great one!!
“Just as the little caterpillar emerges from it cocoon and transitions into a beautiful butterfly, so
to do we have to spread our wings and fly”. Love & Blessings, Your State Regent Nancy

CHAPLAIN’S CHAT
May is Mary’s Month
Answering Questions about How & Why
Catholics Venerate the Mother of Jesus
By Fr. Peter DeFazio
State Chaplain

May is Mary’s month. A month dedicated to the Blessed Virgin Mary, the
Mother of Jesus who we also affirm under many other titles, including Mother
of God and Queen of Heaven. To both non-Catholic Christians and poorly
catechized Catholic Christians alike, the Church’s devotion to St. Mary can be
misunderstood and off-putting. But the reaction of faithful Catholics should
not be on of retreat but rather, the purpose of doing what St. Peter states in 1
Peter 3:15: “Always be prepared to make a defense to anyone who calls you to
account for the hope that is in you, yet do it with gentleness and reverence.”
The Rosary as a Lofty, Biblical Prayer
As Pope Francis stated almost a year ago: “The month of May is
approaching, a time when the People of God express with particular intensity
their love and devotion for the Blessed Virgin Mary. It is traditional in this
month to pray the Rosary at home within the family.” Catholic Christians need
not be embarrassed by their profound love of Mary, and their custom of
praying to Jesus through Mary, using the time-honored, biblically-based
prayers of the Rosary. Pope Saint John Paul II was a proponent of reflecting
upon each Gospel mystery with the recitation of the Rosary:
in Jesus, God wanted to take on human features. It is through his bodily reality
that we are led into contact with the mystery of his divinity. This need for
concreteness finds further expression in the announcement of the various
mysteries of the Rosary…they easily draw the mind to a more expansive
reflection on the rest of the Gospel, especially when the Rosary is prayed in a
setting of prolonged recollection.
In order to supply a Biblical foundation and greater depth to our meditation, it
is helpful to follow the announcement of the mystery with the proclamation of a
related Biblical passage, long or short, depending on the circumstances. No
other words can ever match the efficacy of the inspired word… If received in this
way, the word of God can become part of the Rosary’s methodology of repetition
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without giving rise to the ennui derived from the simple recollection of
something already well known. It is not a matter of recalling information but of
allowing God to speak. In certain solemn communal celebrations, this word can
be appropriately illustrated by a brief commentary… Listening and meditation
are nourished by silence. After the announcement of the mystery and the
proclamation of the word, it is fitting to pause and focus one’s attention for a
suitable period of time on the mystery concerned, before moving into vocal
prayer. A discovery of the importance of silence is one of the secrets of
practicing contemplation and meditation. One drawback of a society dominated
by technology and the mass media is the fact that silence becomes increasingly
difficult to achieve. Just as moments of silence are recommended in the Liturgy,
so too in the recitation of the Rosary it is fitting to pause briefly after listening
to the word of God, while the mind focuses on the content of a
particular mystery. (Rosarium Virginis Mariae, 2002.)

Pope St. Paul VI was also another proponent of praying the Rosary, but doing
so that helps promote reading and understanding of sacred scripture:
the Rosary draws from the Gospel the presentation of the mysteries and its
main formulas. As it moves from the angel’s joyful greeting and the Virgin’s
pious assent, the Rosary takes its inspiration from the Gospel to suggest the
attitude with which the faithful should recite it. In the harmonious succession
of Hail Mary’s the Rosary puts before us once more a fundamental mystery of
the Gospel-the Incarnation of the Word, contemplated at the decisive moment of
the Annunciation to Mary. The Rosary is thus a Gospel prayer, as pastors and
scholars like to define it, more today perhaps than in the past. It has also been
more easily seen how the orderly and gradual unfolding of the Rosary reflects
the very way in which the Word of God, mercifully entering into human affairs,
brought about the Redemption. The Rosary considers in harmonious
succession the principal salvific events accomplished in Christ, from His
virginal conception and the mysteries of His childhood to the culminating
moments of the Passover-the blessed passion and the glorious resurrection-and
to the effects of this on the infant Church on the day of Pentecost, and on the
Virgin Mary when at the end of her earthly life she was assumed body and soul
into her heavenly home. (Marialis Cultis, 1974.)

Fine Tuning Our Marian Prayer
May is the right time for every one of us to fine-tune our Marian prayer. As
Pope Saint Paul VI pointed out, Mary is the model of the Church and the model
of Christian prayer:
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Mary is the attentive Virgin, who receives the word of God with faith, that faith
which in her case was the gateway and path to divine motherhood, for, as Saint
Augustine realized, “Blessed Mary by believing conceived Him (Jesus) whom
believing she brought forth.” In fact, when she received from the angel the
answer to her doubt (cf. Lk. 1:34-37), “full of faith, and conceiving Christ in her
mind before conceiving Him in her womb, she said, 'I am the handmaid of the
Lord, let what you have said be done to me' (Lk. 1:38).” It was faith that was for
her the cause of blessedness and certainty in the fulfillment of the promise:
"Blessed is she who believed that the promise made her by the Lord would be
fulfilled" (Lk. 1:45). Similarly, it was faith with which she, who played a part in
the Incarnation and was a unique witness to it, thinking back on the events of
the infancy of Christ, meditated upon these events in her heart (cf. Lk. 2:19,51).
The Church also acts in this way, especially in the liturgy, when with faith she
listens, accepts, proclaims and venerates the word of God, distributes it to the
faithful as the bread of life and in the light of that word examines the signs of
the times and interprets and lives the events of history.
Mary is also the Virgin in prayer. She appears as such in the visit to the mother
of the precursor, when she pours out her soul in expressions glorifying God,
and expressions of humility, faith and hope. This prayer is the Magnificat (cf.
Lk. 1:46-55), Mary's prayer par excellence, the song of the messianic times in
which there mingles the joy of the ancient and the new Israel…Mary's hymn has
spread far and wide and has become the prayer of the whole Church in all ages.
At Cana, Mary appears once more as the Virgin in prayer: when she tactfully
told her Son of a temporal need she also obtained an effect of grace, namely,
that Jesus, in working the first of His ‘signs,” confirmed His disciples' faith in
Him (cf. Jn. 2:1-12). Likewise, the last description of Mary's life presents her as
praying. The apostles “joined in continuous prayer, together with several
women, including Mary the mother of Jesus, and with his brothers” (Acts 1:14).
We have here the prayerful presence of Mary in the early Church and in the
Church throughout all ages, for, having been assumed into heaven, she has not
abandoned her mission of intercession and salvation. (Ibid.)

Wow. When placed in this context, it is no wonder that the Church for literally
almost 2,000 years has been praying to Jesus with and through Mary!

Understanding Veneration as Opposed to Worship
At first glance it might not seem like there is a distinction between worship and
veneration. But we worship God, Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, in accordance
with the First Commandment. We do not worship anything else, not even the
angels and saints. Now in romantic language—especially in older English—the
word worship and adoration was sometimes used more loosely in another
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context, such as profound love for a person. But this language is now archaic.
In contemporary English, worship is a term that expresses the supreme degree
of honor, respect and adoration that we offer to God alone. As important as
Mary is, she would be the first one to say that she is but a creature—one
created by God to love Him, serve Him, and to unite her will to God’s. And that
is exactly what Mary did so perfectly!
So, we have a very special kind of veneration of Mary that is not worship but
nonetheless better than the respect we show to other saints. We call this
hyperdulia.
The Holy Spirit gives life in a particular way to the prayer of worship that is at
the heart of every liturgical prayer. Its specific character derives from the fact
that it is the only sentiment that we can foster solely and exclusively toward the
divine Persons. It is what distinguishes latria (the supreme homage owed to
God) from dulia (the reverence accorded to saints) and from hyperdulia (the
special veneration reserved for the Blessed Virgin). We venerate the Blessed
Mother, but we do not worship her, contrary to what some people think about
Catholics. (Raneiro Cantalamessa, OFM, Cap., Papal preacher reflects on
Sacrosanctum Concilium for Lent)

That is correct. We honor Mary in a way that acknowledges that her
intercession with her Son, Jesus Christ, our Lord and Savior is on a level that
is above even that of the angels! hyperdulia reserved for seeking the
intervention of Saint Mary, the mother of Jesus, is never worship, but it is in
line with the scriptural prophecy regarding Mary: “…henceforth all generations
will call me blessed; for he who is mighty has done great things for me, and
holy is his name.” (Luke 1:48b-49)
As Pope Leo XIII once stated,
It has always been the habit of Catholics in danger and in
troublous times to fly for refuge to Mary, and to seek for peace
in her maternal goodness; showing that the Catholic Church
has always, and with justice, put all her hope and trust in the
Mother of God. And truly the Immaculate Virgin, chosen to be the Mother of
God and thereby associated with Him in the work of man's salvation, has a
favour and power with her Son greater than any human or angelic creature has
ever obtained, or ever can gain. (Leo XIII, On Devotion to the Rosary, Supremi
Apostolatus Officio (September 1, 1883))

And as the Catechism of the Catholic Church notes,
Mary is the perfect Orans (pray-er), a figure of the Church. When we pray to
her, we are adhering with her to the plan of the Father, who sends his Son to
save all men. Like the beloved disciple we welcome Jesus' mother into our
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homes, for she has become the mother of all the living. We can pray with and to
her. The prayer of the Church is sustained by the prayer of Mary and united
with it in hope. (Catechism of the Catholic Church, n. 2679.)

I hope this brief article is helpful to you, your family, and your friends, and all
the people that you meet this May and encourage to pick up their Rosary
beads, Bibles, and prayer books and pray to Mary proudly. We go to Jesus
through Mary as the Church has always done and as people have been doing
since a wedding feast in Cana nearly 2,000 years ago.

Hail Mary, Full of Grace, Blessed are you among women…
GREETINGS FROM OUR NATIONAL SUPERVISOR
Greeting to all Catholic Daughters,
If you recall, around this time last year, local courts were in the process of
holding local elections and your National Officers were planning for our
2020 National Convention. We have experienced many challenges since
that time. Hopefully, we can now see a little light at the end of the tunnel.
Your 52nd Biennial State Convention is right around the corner. I am
looking forward to seeing you in person and on the screen. It will be a time
of prayer, fellowship and addressing the business of the state. I take this opportunity to thank the
State Board and all involved for making this event possible. Even though, things will be
presented differently; I know each of you in attendance will leave with a sense of fulfillment. It
is a blessing that we can come together at this time.
As we continue to grow in our faith and within our organization; remember to never stop using
the gift of growth. Thank you to Father Peter, Nancy, Patricia, Pauline, Carol, Alicia, Tricia,
local regents and to all members for helping to make a difference in your state and CDA.
There is no better time than now to start planning for the 2022 National Convention. The
National Board is looking forward to see you in San Juan, Puerto Rico. The Puerto Rico State
Board and members are excited to host the 2022 National Convention.
Congratulations to Court Maplewood #510 on their 100th Anniversary. Hope you had a fun time
traveling down memory lane during your celebration. Thank you for all you do to support CDA
and each other.
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Please mark your calendar for these important
dates:
May 1, Deadline for Financial Review submissions
May 5: Cinco de Mayo
May 7-9: One Million Rosaries for the Unborn
May 6: National Day of Prayer
May 13: Feast of the Ascension of the Lord
May 23: Pentecost
May 30: Most Holy Trinity
May 31: Memorial Day

Puerto Rico 2022

Blessings,

Essie

A MOMENT FOR SPIRITUALITY & REFLECTION
From Jean Rousseau, Spiritual Enhancement Chairwoman
Pope Frances has dedicated this year to St Joseph. The opinion that St Joseph is the greatest
saint after Our Lady is one which is becoming daily more commonly held in the church.
We do not hesitate to look on the humble carpenter as higher in grace and eternal glory
than the patriarchs, prophets, apostles, martyrs and the doctors of the church. He must have
received a relative fullness of grace proportionate to his mission since he was chosen not
by men but by God himself to fulfill a mission unique in the world. A multitude of Christians in
all generations are committed
to him in a real though hidden manner. On May 1st we will honor him as Model of Workers.
Many of his attributes are expressed in a litany approved by the church. In praying the litany this
year we receive an indulgence.
St. Joseph, illustrious descendant of David, Light of Patriarchs, Spouse of the Mother of
God, Guardian of the Virgin, Foster-father of the Son of God, Vigilant defender of Christ, Head
of the Holy Family, Joseph most just, Joseph most chaste, Joseph most prudent, Joseph most
strong, Joseph most obedient, Joseph most faithful, Mirror of patience, Lover of poverty, Model
of workers, St. Joseph pray for us!
(Taken from Consecration to St. Joseph by Fr. Donald Calloway, MIC)
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CIRCLE OF LOVE
This month we highlight the 2018 – 2020 Circle of Love winner in the
SPIRITUALITY spoke of the wheel. Our winner again is Court Henry A.
Sullivan #584 of Danvers for their “Shroud of Turin” presentation.
How appropriate that we come to this presentation at this time of the year!!
Coincidence? Maybe not…Court Henry A. Sullivan’s goal was to inform as many people as
possible about the mysteries of the Shroud of Turin and bring the
Passion of Christ to the forefront during Lent. Monsignor Frederick J.
Murphy their Court Chaplain was honored and agreed to give a lecture
on the subject. They advertised the event on Facebook, in the church
bulletin an on their local television station. They recorded it for TV
and YouTube and was shown many times. They had a full church and
later questions were entertained and they had a reception. Many of the
court members were involved in all aspects of the project.
Great Job!!!

NATIONAL NEWS –
NCOSE is one of our National Projects.
Catholic Daughters have a chair on the board of NCOSE. Please share this information with your local
courts.
God bless you, Sherry Nilles, National Regent
Dear Sherry,
I meant to send you a report of March highlights with NCOSE last week, but as you can see, things are
moving quite fast here! I know I tell you often about MAJOR VICTORIES, but today might be the
BIGGEST we've ever had.
BIG NEWS!
JUST TODAY!!! MasterCard has enacted new rules that will cut off payment processing to all
pornography “tube” sites IF they don’t VERIFY the AGE & CONSENT of EVERY INDIVIDUAL in
every video.
This is a huge step to prevent abuse. We have been working with MasterCard since Feb 2020 on this and
applaud this step forward, which goes along with what we are advocating for in a federal bill as well. You
can see our press statement here. Read MasterCard’s blog here.
In case you missed our groundbreaking briefing to Congress and law enforcement on the evidence of
criminality on Pornhub last week, you can skim highlights or watch the moving event here.
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ALSO!!! We also filed an amended complaint in our lawsuit against Twitter. More here.

Good Signs
One way you can measure your effectiveness as an organization is by the actions of your
opponents. You know you are making an impact if you come under attack as those who oppose you start
to sense that you are winning. We are seeing that more and more at NCOSE as your support has
increased our capacity to go on offense against those who exploit other human beings. While it is difficult
to see these individuals, organizations, and businesses use their platforms to advance false narratives,
we take heart in the fact that they would not attack us if we were not being effective.
Samantha Cole of VICE magazine published a trash piece yesterday, full of lies and awful reporting, but
which will of course reach many eyes, “The Crusade Against Pornhub is Going to Get Someone Killed.”
Major March Highlights:
Social media giants Instagram and YouTube announce significant changes to their platforms
regarding child safety! NCOSE regularly communicates with several social media companies to ensure
they are doing their part in making these platforms safe for the millions of minors online daily. In March,
Instagram made several critical updates to safety features, most notably around direct messaging.
NCOSE has been at the forefront of pressing on social media companies to drastically limit the ability of
strangers to contact minors through DMs – a primary method of grooming. Instagram is blocking the
ability of unconnected adults to DM minors, and have included other key updates to these features thanks
to NCOSE suggestions.
Google-owned YouTube also announced exciting changes. YouTube recently announced they’re rolling
out a new content filtering option for preteens and young teens to bridge the gap between YouTube Kids
and YouTube. Content will be geared toward this age group and will allow parents to retain much more
oversight and control over what content their children can explore than is currently possible on YouTube.
This will start with an early beta for families with kids under age 13. We’ve been pressing on YouTube to
create controls for young teens and are thrilled that they’ve headed our advice and that of other child
safety experts. We’ll keep our eyes on this new experience (and will continue our advocacy YouTube’s
many problematic policies)!
NCOSE Law Center files another groundbreaking class action lawsuit against the pornography
industry! Our fight against the online pornography industry doesn’t end with Mind Geek. We are suing XVideos and its parent company, Web Group Czech Republic (WGCZ), for trafficking Jane Doe, a victim of
child sexual abuse material (child pornography) and sex trafficking together with five other survivorfocused and commercial litigation law firms. X-Videos not only violated the law by hosting Jane Doe’s
child sexual abuse material, it profited from her abuse given that each image and video of her was
monetized. We will not allow these actions to remain unchallenged, and demand full justice for survivors
by holding these companies accountable under the law.
Critical legislation to protect direct service providers for child victims of sexual exploitation
passed! US House of Representatives passed HR 1652, 384-38, on March 17 “VOCA Fix” to sustain the
Crime Victims Fund Act of 2021. This legislation is critical to fund the Children Advocacy Centers (CACs),
the frontline of professionals interviewing child victims of sexual exploitation, through forensic interviews,
in order to hold perpetrators responsible. The CACs also provide support services to child victims and
their families. VOCA FIX also funds rape crisis centers and shelters for battered women among other
victim-centered services. Your action on this effort mattered! As a result of Action Alerts, 626 supporters
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took action in support of HR1652. Those supporters sent 1452 emails to their representatives urging
action. Thank you to those who called on Congress to pass this invaluable bill.
I stepped up to serve as Chief Executive Officer of NCOSE, while Pat continues as our President. I
am extremely humbled and a bit overwhelmed, but knowing that I have your support, your prayers, and
your partnership made it easy to say yes. Thank you for building this movement with me!
THANK YOU!!!!
As you can see, NCOSE has been moving at an incredible pace this year. I’m not even sharing half of the
momentum because I don’t have time to write and you don’t have that much time to keep reading! We
must continue to capitalize on the momentum we’re seeing as global technology companies, legislation,
policy, and more begin to join our collective voices in calling for a world free from all forms of sexual
abuse and exploitation.

Without your partnership, this work wouldn’t be possible! Thank you for your endless support as we fight
for that world.
Best,
Dawn Hawkins
CEO | National Center on Sexual Exploitation
O: (202) 393 7245
E: dawn@ncose.com
W: www.EndSexualExploitation.org

“Massachusetts in Action”…
STATE NEWS
GAMBIT –

Gambit – Patricia Adams

May brings us many blessings with warmer weather, new life and hopefully opportunities to resume our
normal activities…! As spring moves forward, we have come to the end of our Gambit adventure! The
final drawing will be held on May 20th. In addition to the regular prizes, there will be 2 bonus prizes
drawn – 1@ $100 and 1@ $150, totaling $250 extra given away. If you have not joined Gambit and
would like to be eligible for these prizes, please send your info/check for $20 to your court Gambit
Chairman as soon as possible, so that she can enter it with me before May 20th.
Thank you to all those who have supported Gambit this year. By doing so, you have supported your MA
State Court’s (all of us!) educational programs – Education Contest, Scholarship, and other activities.
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LOCAL NEWS –
COURT OUR LADY OF LOURDES
#2396 In March, Court our lady of Lourdes
#2396 in Brockton donated toiletries,
toys, books, kites, dolls, coloring books,
candy to Penelope’s place (a battered
women’s shelter in the Brockton area.

COURT ST. JOSEPH #1475 –

At their March meeting Ct. St. Joseph #1475 had a very entertaining presentation on
Louisa May Alcott given by Lisa Stepanski. Famed author Louisa May Alcott created colorful relatable
characters in 19th century novels. Her work introduced readers to educated strong female heroines.
She is best known for the classic “Little Women”.

COURT MAPLEWOOD #510 –
It was my pleasure to attend the 100th Anniversary Mass at St. Joseph’s in Malden on April 11th,
followed by a very lovely reception and luncheon at the Exchange Street Bistro. It was a
beautiful day celebrating with court members, their DD Maureen and their pastors Fr. John & Fr.
Bill; such a wonderful and historical occasion. The Mayor of Malden presented the court with a
Certificate, I, Nancy, State Regent, presented a plaque from National and also a Certificate of
Congratulations from the State.
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PRAYER CORNER
The month of May is dedicated to The Blessed Virgin Mary. Its
Mary’s month in the Easter season and all of nature rejoices with
the Queen of Heaven at the Resurrection of Her Son she was
worthy to bear. During the remainder of Easter time, let us
endeavor through the prayers of the Holy Rosary to deepen our
gratitude for the mystery of our Baptismal rebirth in Christ.
The Holy Father’s intention for the month is The World of Finance. “Let us pray
that those in charge of finance will work with governments to regulate the financial
sphere and protect citizens from its dangers”.

In Unity & Charity
Nancy, Pat, Pauline, Carol, Alicia & Father Peter

“Serving the Lord through Our Faith, Actions & Love”
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